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(I)

Ihe general user equilibrium traffic assignment model for a given travel demand

defined by the origin-destination matrix (Tij] of trips between origins i and destinations

j is given by the m{athe:~tiCal progr}arnming problem

Zu = ruin ~ [gA (e,x)dx

Ihe potential of eqnilibrium traffic assignment models in transport planning and policy
analysis has never quite been fully appreciated Although reliable and theoretically
sound solution procedures for equilibrium assignment have been available fO! at least
twenty years, the model has not found a regular place in the state of practice Perhaps its
full capability and qualities have not been obvious to practitioners? While some
researchers continue to develop and extend equilibrium-based assignment tools (e.g
fatineni, Lupa, Englund and Boyce, 1995; Bell and lida, 1997) others stress the needs
to develop dynamic assignment models (e.g.. Ran, La and Boyce, 1996) Consideration
of equilibrium assignment as providing a related set of models with a common
conceptual basis and consistent assumptions (collectively, a 'stable' of equilibrium
solntions) provides a useful tool for comparing the impacts of different transport and
environmental policies. This paper develops and applies a set of equilibrinm assignment
models of congested traffic networks that may be used in framing transport policies for
environmental and energy management, travel demand management, traffic calming,
congestion management. road pricing, and land use-transport interactions Its focus is
on a comparison of alternative road pricing regimes for urban areas
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such that

Tij =IX'ij If i,j (2)
,

q(e) =IOeij,X,ij If e (3)
ijr ¥:

q(e):2:0 If e

and

X rij :2: 0 If T; i,j

where q(e) is the traffic volume on link e, X'ij is the number of trips using

between i andj, gAle, q) is the generalised travel cost on link e, and

/5 .. =1 if and only if e is in path r for pair ijelJr

~ - 0 otherwiseU eij, -

The constraint equations (2)-(5) are based on continuity of flow conditions, and
feasible solntion for the network flows Any set of link volumes satisfying
constraints is a feasible solution Use of travel time as the representation ge,rrerali,;ed
cost leads to the nser equilibrium model satisfying Wardrop's first principle
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Road pricing

(7)

x<xo
C=Co(I+J_

X
)

I-x

(
X x-x Jc=co l+J--O-+J O

21- Xo (1- xo)

where x is the 'volume-capacity latio' (or 'degree of saturation'), 1 is an environmental
parameter reflecting the physical form of the road and its abutting land use, and x

o
is a

user-selected proportion, usually in the range (0.. 85, 0.. 95) as discussed by Taylor
(1984)

Taylor (1996) indicated how a congestion function could be combined with fuel
consumptiou and pollutant emissions models to genelate link-based fuel and emissions
functions for use in transport network modelling, in which fuel usage and emissions are
related to link volume-capacity ratios laylor (1998) provides examples of the use of
the fuel and emissions functions

element. As volume increases, so delay, and hence travel time, increases The rate of
increase in travel time accelerates as volume approaches the capacity of the element
For most transport planning applications the network link is the typical level at which
congestion functions are applied, but for traffic engineering applications function for
lanes and movements may be more appropriate" A convenient way to represent a
congestion function is in terms of the travel time on a link, in which c is the travel time
on the link wheu it is carrying traffic at a flow late of q, and the function includes a set
of parameters that describe the physical and environmental characteristics of the link
and the sources of iuterference impinging ou the flow (e.g. opposing traffic, or parked
vehicles) One useful form for a congestion function is the modified Davidson function
(lisato, 1991):

Congestion provides a natural but partial restraining mechanism on travel demand lhe
additional costs (delays, queuing and inconvenience) resulting from congested
conditions can act as a form of deterrent to the generation of further travel demand
However, there is widespread belief amongst transport planners that the congestion
'price' of itself is inefficient as a demand management tooL Individual drivers may not
be fully aware of the tIlle costs that they impose on other travellers and the transport
system on the basis of congestion delays alone. Some other pricing signal is required to
this end. Assuming that travellers will respond to a composite genelalised cost (i e a
total travel cost containing components from travel time, travel distance, out-of-pocket
expenses, fuel cost, wear and tear, etc.) by trading-off the different cost components in
their travel decision making, the further step is to impose a congestion tax, toll or road
pricing charge on travellers in an intelligent, selective fashion (e.g for travel on some
parts of a network at some times of day))

Fuel and emissions functions for network elements
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3 travel distance-based road pricing, in which a per unit distance charge is levied on
each vebicle travelling along the links in the road pricing zone, and

4 travel time-based road pricing, in which a per unit time charge is levied on each
vehicle travelling along the links in the road pricing zone

Ihe first Leeds model considers marginal costs Iravel-time based road pricing is both
practical and perhaps closest to marginal cost pricing but may be seen as inequitable?
For instance, if drivers are delayed in the road pricing zone due to some traffic incident
inside (or even outside) the zone which is beyond their control or influence, then the
charge they incur may be unreasonable - an element of individual choice has been
removed. There is also some evidence that drivers operating under this regime could
engage in higher-risk driving behaviours (Bonsall and Palmer, 1997) Distance-based
road pricing may be more equitable and can still account for different levels of travel
activity in the zone It is also easier to provide drivers with advance warning of the
charges they will incur. Ibis ease of advice is even more apparent for cordon-based
pricing, but this system cannot differentiate between long and short journeys within the
road pricing zone, nor for trips which are completely internal to it

Equilibr ium assignment models for road pricing

Equation (8) indicated the relationship between the marginal cost of travel and the
average cost of travel on a link Substitution of the marginal cost of travel in the
objective function for the user-minimisation equilibrium assignment (equation (I))
shows that it is equivalent to solving the system-wide travel time optimisation problem
(equation (6)) Ibis is indicated below, starting with equation (10) which is the user
equilibrium objective function based on marginal travel costs (equation (8))

2 RP =min{~ T~m(e,x)dr} (10)

Consider the integral in the right hand side of equation (10) Assuming that travel time
represents the travel costs and using the definition of marginal travel cost in equation
(8), this can be written as

Tgm(e,x)dr= Til(c,,;:)X) [c,(x)xI")=c,(q(e))q(e)
o 0 f,

from which

ZRP =min{~qFm(e,X)dx} =min{~ce(q(e»q(e)}

i.e the full marginal cost road pricing objective is the system-wide minimum travel
time (minimum VHI, see equation (6)), under the continuity of flow constraints
(equations (2)-(5)) .. In the case where road pricing might only be applied to a subset of
the roads (e ..g. the central business district) whereas other links remained in their
'normal' state, then the road pricing solution is found by using a composite objective
function (e. g.. derived from equation (10) for a user equilibrium formulation) Different
objective functions apply to 'Leeds models' as described by Taylor (1998)
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Taylor

Matsui and Fujita applied the model to Ioyota City, Japan, to study the impacts on
congestion and journey times of a flexitime system and a road pricing system (iu which
a fixed charge was levied for travel on the entire network in one 60 minute period,
07:30-08:30, with no charge in other time intervals) Ihey found a five per cent
reduction in VHI under the flexitime regime, and a two per cent reduction under the
road pricing system

Space-elastic travel demand

In the case that travel demand is regarded as elastic, ie the trip distribntion (destination
choice) may vary depending on the congestion levels in the network, then an alternative
model formulation is in order .. Ihe combined distribution-assignment model proposed
by Evans (1976) and explained by Horowitz (1989) provides an equivalent fonnulation
to the equilibrium assignment model, and may be solved by a similar mathematical
programming approach Such a model may be treated in identical fashion to the
equilibrium assignment model for fixed travel demand More complex models inclUding
modal choice have also been developed, eg I atineni et al (1995).

A demand elasticity approach to elastic travel demand modelling

With the growing interest in trip timing decisions, especially for peak spreading and
travel demand management considerations, an obvious future step is the integration of
the time-elastic and space-elastic models into a single elastic-demand model There is
also the question of the influences of levels of traffic congestion on the demand to use
road space (i e on the total vehicle kilometres of travel (VKf)), which involves
considerations of the phenomenon of 'induced traffic' (e.g.. Hills, 1996) Elastic travel
demand is of necessary concern in studies of road pricing, For instance, if road pricing
is intended to provide motorists with better cost and impact information on which to
base their travel choices, then it is to be expected that some travellers will decide to
change their mode of travel, trip timing, or destination choice

A simple way to model these choices is tluough the ufe of demand elasticity as defined
in the economic theory of supply and demand. Ihis topic has the subject of some recent
research in Australia, eg see Bray and Iisato (1997) and Iaplin, Hensher and Sntith
(1999) A demand elasticity approach based ou this research was adopted for use with
the equilibrium assignment models for road pricing Ihis enabled the origin-destination
tables to be adjusted for each of the road priciug schemes.

In Australia, the cross-elasticity for travel by public transport is quite low Taplin,

Hensher and Smith (1999) derived a price elasticity of -0094 for commuter car travel,

when public transport is the only available alternative They suggested a total price

elasticity of about -0.17 when alternatives such as change of trip tinting and destination

were included.. On this basis, it was assumed that there were separate elasticity values:

(I) em = -0094 for shift to public transport, (2) et = (say) -004 for shift to other

times of day, and (3) ed = (say) -003 for shift to other destinations .. Route deviation
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are included as part of the output of the assignment models for the different road

]lr.iciIlg regimes Although the Iaplin et al elasticity values are expressly for Sydney,

have been used in the absence of similar data for other Australian cities

comp>on,ent elasticities needed be applied differently to different origin-destination

cornb,imr!i(llls, depending on whether the trips lie wholly within the road pricing zone,

one trip end in the zone, or are completely outside it For example:

em and e, apply to all trips with an origin and/or a destination in the road pricing

zone, while
ed only applies to all trips with an origin outside the road pIicing zone and a

destination within it, when there are alternative destinations available outside the

zone (and so it might not apply if the road pricing system extends over the entire

network, except to perhaps prefer closer destinations to those further away?)
is better seen in terms of a schematic origin-destination table, with N origins and

aeswnarrorl' of which the first n origins and destinatioas are located within the road

pricing zone,

Destinations
n N

Origins

n

N

Origins and Origins inside the road pricing zone, em and et apply
destinations inside the

road pricing zone,

ern and et apply

---------- -

Destinations inside the Origins and destinations outside the road pricing zone, no

road pricing zone, effect on time and mode choices, except th~t the destinations
~..

ern' et and ed apply may gain trips via ed (i e shift from destinations inside the

road pricing zone to those outside)

The time horizon for the analysis is the short to medium scale, where commuters can
change their trip making habits, and perhaps their destinations, but not (say) their place
of residence, ie the time scale is such that no one has sold their house because of the
road pricing zone!

Elasticity values may be applied in terms of the 'arc' elasticity of demand:
"'TripsI

e ITrips which can be rewritten as: "'Trips "'Cost
"'Costl Trips = e Cost

ICost
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Average values of COlt and LlCo,t were found by the following pIOcedure.. Find the

total link costs of travel in the IOad pricing zone under the base condition (no road

pricing used) Ihe mean of these costs is Co Run the model with the IOad pricing

regime in place. and using the original origin-destination table (i e fixed commuter car

demand). Determine the new mean cost of travel in the IOad pricing zone (C1) Then

Co,\( =Co and !lCo,\( =C; - Co

Ihen use equation (11) to revise the trip pIOductions and attractions of the affected

origins and destinations (i. e for those trips with at least one trip end in the IOad pricing

zone). The attractions taken from destinations in the road pricing zone because of the

destination shift elasticity ed may then be redistributed to destinations outside the IOad

pricing zone A singly constrained entropy-maximising gravity model was used for this

redistribution, see I aylor, Young and Bonsall (1996, pp 112-115»

A value of travel time for peak period travel in Australian cities was chosen to be $12/h,
in line with BTCE (1996)

Applications

I wo applications of the stable of models have been made: Melbourne and Adelaide

Melbourne

An initial application of the model was made to the Melbourne region as part of the
1997 urban air quality study conducted by the Australian Academy for Technological
Sciences and Engineering (AA lSE, 1997) In this study a IOad pricing zone was
defined by a circular boundary drawn at a five km radius around the Melbourne CBn

The base case for modelling was the user equilibrium solution corresponding to
WardIOp's first principle (W-I) Model outputs frqm all other cases were compared to
this VHI, VKT and total car trips were least in the network-wide full marginal cost
IOad pricing scenario Marginal cost road pricing in the IOad pricing zone showed the
second least number of car trips, VKI and VHT In terms of air pollutant emissions
generated by peak period road traffic, estimates were made for carbon monoxide (CO),
carbon dioxide (C02), hydrocarbons (HC), oxides of nitrogen (NOX) and particulate
lead (Pb), using the models described in Taylor (1996, 1998) Each IOad pricing scheme
had different effects Full marginal cost IOad pricing across the network had the largest
impact on travel and emissions (VHI reduced by seven per cent, car trips by four per
cent, and VKI by 35 per cent), whilst marginal cost road pricing and time-based road
pricing in the CBD road pricing zone were the next most effective schemes The levels
of emissions of the pollutants largely followed the trends of the travel parameters,
except perhaps for NOX Decreases of between three per cent (for NOX) and six per
cent (for He) in overall emissions were estimated for the pollutant emissions in the
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marginal road pricing scenarios Differences of one to three per cent occurred for the
other road pricing schemes - again the larger reductions were in He emissions .. The
Melbourne results are described in more detail in AATSE (1997) and Taylor (1998)

Adelaide

The stable of network models has also been applied to the Adelaide rnetlOpolitan area
This ooalysis considered peak period traffic flows and the air pollutoot emissions effects
in the network under a number of road pricing and travel demand management regimes:
• the ,tatu, quo for 1991 (this being the time period which applied to the available

travel demand data), using a user-optimum equilihrium assignment (W-I), a
reasonable maclO-Ievel simulation of the existing travel pattern

• a system-wide assignment (W-II) in which the total vehicle-hours of travel (VHT) in
the network are minimised (for Ihe given travel demaod task)

• full marginal cost road pricing in the entire metropolitoo arterial road network
• the definition of a road pricing zone containing the Adelaide CBD. The lOad pricing

zone was defined by a cordon line around Ihe parkland belt surrounding Ihe City of
Adelaide local government area A cordon charge of one dollar was then imposed on
vehicles entering Ihe road pricing zone in Ihe morning peak

• imposition of a distooce-based road pricing charge of $0 19 per kilometre on all
vehicle journeys wiIhin Ihe central Adelaide lOad pricing zone

• irnposition of a time-base lOad pricing charge of $0. 13 per minute of travel time on
all vehicle journeys wiIhin Ihe road pricing zone

• imposition of full rnarginal cost lOad pricing in Ihe road pricing zone..

The Adelaide network analysed using the stable of models had 840 nodes, 2174 links
(representing the main arterial road system) ood 274 zones The travel demood data was
Ihe 274 x 274 origin-destination matrix for car travel in Ihe 1991 morning peak hour
(Oxlad, 1997), Cheap ood plentiful car parking in Ihe Adelaide CBO minimises the
effects of parking availability on car usage

The model results are summarised in Figures 1-3. Figur'e I provides indications of the
overall relative travel performooce of the alternative road pricing regimes, ;using the

{

initial user equilibrium flow distribution as a datum Table I indicates the values plotted
in Figure I and the summary statistics on which Ihey are based. T'able 2 provides the
modelled values for the fuel and emissions performance of the user equilibrium
assignment, whilst Table 3 indicates the relative fuel ood emissions performooce of the
different lOad pricing regimes, as shown in Figures 2 ood 3

T'he three figures indicate the effects of network-wide marginal cost road pricing
(MCRP) in reducing VHT, VKT, fuel and emissions, largely through a suppression of
car travel (14 per cent less trips, 27 per cent less VHT, 15 per cent less VKT) MCRP
restIicted to the road pricing zone also shows reductions in travel, e,g.. six per cent of
car trips in Ihe morning peak, 12 per cent less VHT' and six per cent less VKT T'ravel
reductions from cordon pricing, distance-based pricing and time-based pricing yield
modest decreases, of four per cent (time-based VHT) or less Interesting the system
wide minimum VHT with fixed travel demand (W-II) reduces VHT by less thoo one per
cent, compared to the user equilibrium solution (W-I)
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Table 3 Relative fuel and emissions performance in metropolitan Adelaide
network, 1991 am peak hour (datum = usel equilibrium assignment)

0817 0929 0989 0991 0978
I

0823 0931 0.990 0991 0979

0820 0930 0990 0991 0979

0833 093/ 0991 0.992 0981

0773 0.907 0986 0988 0971

0851 0946 0992 0993 0984

RPZ = road pricing zone

Unleaded Leaded
petrol petrol CO2 CO HC NOX
(UlOO vkt) (UlOO vkt) (gIIOO vkt) (g/lOO vkt) (g/IOO vkt) (g/lOO vkt)

2666 3599 304 3 1871 0319 0936

MeRP = marginal cost road pricing

Relative fuel and C02 performance:
Unleaded 1,000 0.997

petml

Leaded 1 000 0 997

petl'Ol

Carbon I 000 0 997

dioxide

Relative emissions perfonnance:

Carbon ],000 0998

monoxide

Hydro- 1 000 0 997

carbons

Nitrogen 1000 0,998

oxides

User Minimum MCRP MCRP Cordon Distance- TimeM

equilibrium VHI in full in RPZ pricing based based

assignment (W-II) network for RPZ pr'icing in pricing in
(W-I) RPZ RPZ

Table 2: Network wide fuel and emissions rates for the user' equilibrium
assignment in the metropolitan Adelaide network, 1991 am peak hour'

Table 1: Summary tr avel statistics and relative performance (to user equilibrium
solution) - metropolitan Adelaide network, 1991 am peak hour

User Minimum MCRP MCRP Cordon Distance- Time_
equilibriu VHf in full inRPZ pricing for based based
m (W-I1) network RPZ pricing in pricing in
assignmen RPZ RPZ
t (W-!)

Trips 232390 232390 198510 218347 230659 230803 228203
lotal VHI 897359 89377 2 678201 805300 883874 885456 86761 3
lotal VKI 3371240 3364000 2848810 3 178310 3342380 3348050 3315480
Relative values:

frips 1000 1000 0854 0940 0993 0993 0982
lotal VHI 1000 0995 0724 0875 0981 0984 0959
fotal VKI 1.000 0.997 0.844 0.938 0.991 0.992 0.982

MeRP = marginal cost road pricing RPZ = roadpricing zone
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metropolitan Adelaide network in the 1991 am peak
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As may be seen flOm Figures 2 and 3, full MCRP offers significant reductions in fuel

consumption (about 18 per cent) and emissious (22 per ceut for HC to 15 per cent for
NOX) MCRP iu the road priciug zone offers reductions of seven per cent in fuel and 5

10 per cent (NOX-HC) in emissions The other lOad pricing regimes offer small
percentage decreases (two per cent or less), For these regimes, selection of higher

cordon, per km or per minute charges would be expected to lead to increased

reductions Ongoing research is looking at tl)ese charges, to find the values that,
approximate the reductions indicated for MCRP in the road pricing zone

Figure 3: Summary fuel consumption and C02 emissions results for' the

metropolitan Adelaide network in the 1991 am peak

Base min VHT full MCRP MCRP il Cordon Dist- Time-
case RP zone pricing based based

R' R'

I his paper described the use of equilibrium assignment models for congested nel:w'Jrks

for testing the impacts of lOad pricing (and other travel demand management) policies,
including modelling of emissions Applications to two cities, Melbourne and Adelaide,

were reported, Positive effects of lOad pricing under the options tested are imlicated.
Full marginal cost lOad pricing achieves the best model results in terms of

parametels and emissions, lime-based lOad pricing and distance based lOad
produce positive results, though not quite to the same levels, Cordon pricing

desired effects on emissions, although the single cordon price investigated in
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perhaps quite as efficient as the alternatives? Further work is required to test the

of varying the cost parameters on the outcomes, although full marginal cost road

would be expected to achieve the greatest reductions in car travel and emissions
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